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RAPHITE is one of
' those commodities

that has been almost
guaranteed to put

lead in the pencil of even the
most dog-eared explorer.

With China dominating
supply of large flakes of
carbon and many new uses
ranging from pebble bed
nuclear reactors, lithium
batteries to making super
strong graphene, the global
chase for graphite has much
in common with the rare-
earth minerals boom.

Some of the more alarmist
forecasts claim the world
will need more than 23 new
mines in the next decade so
carbon flake supply can
keep up with traditional
demand to serve foundries,
steel mills, car parts,
electrical brushes,
lubricants, computers (hi-
tech applications), fuel cells,
lasers, optics and various
forms of electrical storage.

With many countries
setting targets for
introducing electric and
hybrid cars and a lithium car
battery using up to 90kg of
graphite, potential step-up
in demand for what some
call black gold is obvious.

Like all minerals, there are
many things to watch for in
a potential graphite mine,
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including flake size and
purity, geometry of the ore
body, recoveries after
simple crushing and
grinding and distribution of
flake sizes.

In short, the harder it is to
extract the graphite
deposit, the higher the
purity and flake size need to
be to make the project
economic.

Like the rare-earth boom,
the urgent search for
graphite was prompted by
soaring prices so it is sure to
produce big winners and
losers as some projects
proceed and others are
abandoned.

In looking across the
various Australian listed
graphite plays, a couple
stand out as being worth
pencilling in a buy order.

While its name may
confuse, Talga Gold is
sitting on some of the
world's best graphite
deposits known as
Nunasvaara and Raitajrvi in
northern Sweden.

With a JORC-inf erred
resource estimate of 4.1
million tonnes at 21.5 per
cent carbon, that promises
to be a big mine in the face
of world demand of 1.1
million tonnes a year now
worth $US12 billion.

More importantly, Talga
also has its foot on major
exploration ground nearby,
which presents many juicy
drilling targets to extend
the potential mine life
significantly.

As you would expect,
Talga's share price has been
flying, particularly since
graphite was declared a
strategic mineral by the US
and the European Union.

However, it is still a buy on
the basis of the quality of its
deposit and the prospects of
becoming a long-term
graphite supplier courtesy
of exploration upside.

Looking further along the
graphite risk curve, there is
no shortage of contenders
with local and offshore
graphite projects including
Castle Minerals, Archer
Exploration, Lincoln
Minerals, Strategic Energy
Resources, Malagasy
Minerals and Syrah
Resources.

Castle went into a trading
halt yesterday pending
some results potentially
from its Wa graphite play in
Ghanaso that is a hold
until more is known.

Archer has been making
solid progress in drilling its
Camp oona graphite deposit
on the Eyre Peninsula and is
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reasonably cashed up after
selling tenements near
Roxby Downs to BHP
Billiton for $8 million and a
capital raising and share
purchase plan worth
$4.5 million closed early and
oversubscribed.

A speculative buy, with a
stop loss recommended in
case the music stops.

Lincoln Minerals is also a
speculative buy, with large
tenement positions on the
Eyre Peninsula, but fairly
early into exploration.

Syrah Resources is
another speculative buy
after selling down its
mineral sands exposure to
Copper Strike to focus on its
Balama graphite project in
Mozambique and
Nachingwea project in
Tanzania.

Malagasy Minerals is a
hold based on its minority
position in the Energizer
Resources joint venture to
drill its southern
Madagascar Mobo
tenement.

The Herald SU77, accepts no
responsibility for stock
recommendations. Readers
should contact a licensed
financial adviser.
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